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ATMOSPHERIC JUSTICE
A POLITICAL THEORY OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Oxford University Press When the policies and activities of one country or generation harm both other nations and later generations,
they constitute serious injustices. Recognizing the broad threat posed by anthropogenic climate change, advocates for an
international climate policy development process have expressly aimed to mitigate this pressing contemporary environmental threat
in a manner that promotes justice. Yet, while making justice a primary objective of global climate policy has been the movement's
noblest aspiration, it remains an onerous challenge for policymakers. Atmospheric Justice is the ﬁrst single-authored work of political
theory that addresses this pressing challenge via the conceptual frameworks of justice, equality, and responsibility. Throughout this
incisive study, Steve Vanderheiden points toward ways to achieve environmental justice by exploring how climate change raises
issues of both international and intergenerational justice. In addition, he considers how the design of a global climate regime might
take these aims into account. Engaging with the principles of renowned political philosopher John Rawls, he expands on them by
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factoring in the needs of future generations. Vanderheiden also demonstrates how political theory can contribute to reaching a better
understanding of the proper human response to climate change. By showing how climate policy oﬀers insights into resolving
contemporary controversies within political theory, he illustrates the ways in which applying normative theory to policy allows us to
better understand both. Thoroughly researched and persuasively argued, Atmospheric Justice makes an important step toward
providing us with a set of carefully elaborated ﬁrst principles for achieving environmental justice.

ATMOSPHERIC JUSTICE
A POLITICAL THEORY OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Oxford University Press "While making justice a primary objective of global climate policy has been the movement's noblest
aspiration, it remains an onerous challenge for policymakers. - Atmospheric Justice is the ﬁrst single-authored work of political theory
that addresses this pressing challenge via the conceptual frameworks of justice, equality, and responsibility. - Steve Vanderheiden
points toward ways to achieve environmental justice by exploring how climate change raises issues of both international and
intergenerational justice."--BOOK JACKET.

CLIMATE CHANGE, JUSTICE AND FUTURE GENERATIONS
Edward Elgar Publishing Climate Change, Justice and Future Generations is a valuable contribution to the debate on both theoretical
and applied justice in climate change, and it ﬁlls a manifest gap in the current literature. Marco Grasso, International Environmental
Agreements Page eﬀectively marries the issues raised by climate change science with analytical philosophy to provide a perspective
on why or why not measures should be taken to reduce climate change and the risks/harm it poses for future generations. . . a
valuable book for politicians and policy makers who seek to change the world and manage its climate. Antoinette M. Mannion,
Electronic Green Journal We are badly in need of ways of understanding global problems that go beyond the current economic
paradigms. Climate Change, Justice and Future Generations helps us with this task by eﬀectively linking climate change with some
important mainstream work on political justice. It should be a very useful book not just for the classroom and the academy, but also
for the realm of policy. Stephen Gardiner, University of Washington, US The book begins with a detailed account of the science of
climate change that is user friendly for non-scientists without sacriﬁcing depth. . . Page s analysis is impressive in both its scope and
execution, and has a relevance and potential appeal in a number of ﬁelds. Kerri Woods, Political Studies Review Climate Change,
Justice and Future Generations is an authoritative, analytical and extremely scholarly integration of scientiﬁc and technical
information, empirical data and modelling concerning global climate change and high-level normative analysis. Page convincingly and
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patiently lays out the argument, including the ways in which climate change challenges settled modes of ethical thought, despite it
being one of the most, if not the, important ethical issues of the age. As a book on both theoretical and applied ethics it makes an
important contribution to the ﬁeld. John Barry, Queen s University Belfast, UK What the climate change policy called Contraction and
Convergence has lacked until now is an authoritative theoretical grounding. Here Ed Page puts this right. In masterful fashion, he
dissects the issues at stake in designing climate change policy, and leaves his readers in no doubt that there is a fair and eﬀective
alternative to rising tides. This is a book for students, researchers and for anyone with the feeling that business as usual is no longer
an option. Andrew Dobson, University of Keele, UK Global climate change raises important questions of international and
intergenerational justice. In this important new book the author places research on the origins and impacts of climate change within
the broader context of distributive justice and sustainable development. He argues that a range of theories of distribution notably
those grounded in ideals of equality, priority and suﬃciency converge on the adoption of the ambitious global climate policy
framework known as Contraction and Convergence . Climate Change, Justice and Future Generations will be of great interest to
academics and students specialising in environmental ethics, politics and environmental sustainability. It will also be of general
interest to those concerned with climate change and the environment.

POLITICAL THEORY AND GLOBAL CLIMATE ACTION
RECASTING THE PUBLIC SPHERE
Routledge From around the world, cities and regions, civil society networks and businesses, nongovernmental organizations and
institutions for research and learning, and many others, are taking action on climate change. The role of these nonstate and substate
actors is increasingly being recognized in the new facilitative climate regime. Political theory to date has been surprisingly silent about
the scale and prospects of these actions for low-carbon, climate-resilient, and sustainable transformations. Idil Boran argues
provocatively for the need for a widened scope of vision, one that has a broader public life of climate action at its centre. While
acknowledging the role of the state and the multilateral process, Boran maintains that social transformation is as deeply and more
continuously inﬂuenced by the engagement of a wide range of actors below and above the state, whose actions are often locally
anchored and inescapably interwoven across borders. Bringing concepts of the public sphere from political theory into contact with
leading scholarship on transnational climate governance, Political Theory and Global Climate Action launches an exploration sensitive
to changing patterns of practice, focused on diversity of actors, driven to explore historically contingent conditions of possibility, and
responsive to questions of equity and justice in the context of transformations. The result is a repositioning of political thought on
climate change, engaging political philosophers, scholars of politics and governance, and drivers of climate action worldwide at
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nonstate and substate levels interested in the social and political meaning of their engagement.

POLITICAL THEORY AND GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Mit Press It challenges our existing political institutions, ethical theories, and ways of conceptualizing the human relationship to the
environment; it deﬁes current principles of distributive justice, transcends current discourses on rights, and disrupts our sense of
place.

GLOBAL CLIMATE JUSTICE
PROPOSALS, ARGUMENTS AND JUSTIFICATION
Edward Elgar Publishing In this thoughtful and original book, social scientist Olivier Godard considers the ways in which arguments of
justice cling to international eﬀorts to address global climate change. Proposals made by governments, experts and NGOs as well as
concepts and arguments born of moral and political philosophy are introduced and critically examined. Godard contributes to this
important debate by showing why global climate justice is still controversial, despite it being a key issue of our times.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND FUTURE JUSTICE
PRECAUTION, COMPENSATION AND TRIAGE
Routledge Climate change creates unprecedented problems of intergenerational justice. What do members of the current generation
owe to future generations in virtue of the contribution they are making to climate change? Providing important new insights within the
theoretical framework of political liberalism, Climate Change and Future Justice presents arguments in three key areas: Mitigation: the
current generation ought to adopt a strong precautionary principle in formulating climate change policy in order to minimise the risks
of serious harm from climate change imposed on future generations Adaptation: the current generation ought to create a fund to
which members of future generations may apply for compensation if the risks of climate change harm imposed on them by the current
generation ripen into harms Triage: future generations ought to keep alive hope for a return to the framework of justice for the social
cooperation of future people less burdened by climate change harms. This work presents agenda-setting applications of important
principles of democratic equality to the most serious set of political challenges ever faced by human society. It should be required
reading for political theorists and environmental philosophers.
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CLIMATE JUSTICE IN A NON-IDEAL WORLD
Oxford University Press Climate change is a pressing international political issue, for which a practical but principled solution is
urgently required. Climate Justice in a Non-Ideal World aims to make normative theorising on climate justice more relevant and
applicable to political realities and public policy. The motivation behind this edited collection is that normative theorising has
something to oﬀer even in an imperfect world mired by partial compliance and unfavourable circumstances. In the last years, a lively
debate has sprung up in political philosophy about non-ideal theory and there has also been an upsurge of interest in the various
normative issues raised by climate change such as intergenerational justice, transnational harm, collective action, or risk assessment.
However, there has been little systematic discussion of the links between climate justice and non-ideal theory even though the former
would seem like a paradigm example of the relevance of the latter. The aim of this edited volume is to address this. In doing so, the
volume presents original work from leading experts on climate ethics, including several who have participated in climate policy. The
ﬁrst part of the book discusses those facets of the debate on climate justice that become relevant due to the shortcomings of current
global action on climate change. The second part makes speciﬁc suggestions for adjusting current policies and negotiating procedures
in ways that are feasible in the relatively short term while still decreasing the distance between current climate policy and the ideal.
The chapters in the third and ﬁnal part reﬂect upon how philosophical work can be brought to bear on the debates in climate science,
communication, and politics.

ATMOSPHERIC JUSTICE
A POLITICAL THEORY OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Steve Vanderheiden points toward ways to achieve environmental justice by exploring how climate change raises issues of both
international and intergenerational justice. In addition, he considers how the design of a global climate regime might take these aims
into account.

CANNED HEAT
ETHICS AND POLITICS OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Routledge Climate change is a key challenge in the contemporary world. This volume studies climate change through many lenses:
politics, law, ethics, philosophy, religion, and contemporary art and culture. The essays explore alternatives for sustainable
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development and highlight oft-overlooked issues, such as climate change refugees and food justice. Designed as four parts, the
volume: ﬁrst, oﬀers an astute diagnosis of the political and moral intricacies of climate change; second, deals speciﬁcally with topics in
the political theory of climate change governance; third, focuses on the moral theory of climate change; and, ﬁnally, analyzes the
speciﬁc ramiﬁcations of the climate change problem. With contributions from experts across the world, this will be especially useful to
scholars and students of climate change studies, development studies, environmental studies, politics, and ethics and philosophy. It
will also interest policy-makers, social activists, governmental and non-governmental agencies, and those in media and journalism.

CLIMATE LEVIATHAN
A POLITICAL THEORY OF OUR PLANETARY FUTURE
Verso Books How climate change will aﬀect our political theory—for better and worse Despite all the science and summits, leading
capitalist states have not managed to mitigate anything close to an adequate level of carbon emissions. There is no way the world will
warm less than the critical 2C threshold. What are the likely political-economic outcomes? Where is our warming world headed?
Possibilities in the struggle for climate justice depend on our capacity to anticipate where the existing global order is likely to go.
Climate Leviathan provides a radical way of thinking about how environmental change will intensify existing challenges to global
order, unearthing the forces for a planetary variation on existing forms of sovereignty. Drawing on a wide range of political thought,
Wainwright and Mann argue that rapid climate change will transform global political economy and our world’s basic political
arrangements, leading toward a capitalist planetary sovereignty. Alternative futures must be constructed in the face of these
transformations.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND LIBERAL PRIORITIES
Routledge Can, and should, liberalism make itself hospitable to a politics which does justice to climate change? To what extent are the
values, methods, and assumptions of liberalism adaptable to the challenges raised? Liberal thinking – broadly construed – may
dominate the Academy and the political landscape. Are the environmental priorities that are thrown into relief by climate change a
threat to it, or are they an opportunity for it to show its worth? This book explores fresh arguments by leading scholars, both of whom
are sceptical of liberalism’s capacity to meet these challenges, and sympathetic to the project of developing liberal values so as to
create a liberal approach that can deliver climate change justice. The chapters appeal to new insights and considerations reveal the
complexity of the issues at stake in the real world of climate change politics. They make the political theory of climate change justice
available to decision-makers whose practice will determine whether we achieve it. This book was previously published as a special
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issue of Critical Review of International Social and Political Economy.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION
Springer Drawing on concepts in political economy, political ecology, justice theory, and critical development studies, the authors oﬀer
the ﬁrst comprehensive, systematic exploration of the ways in which adaptation projects can produce unintended, undesirable results.
This work is on the Global Policy: Next Generation list of six key books for understanding the politics of global climate change.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND POLITICAL THEORY
John Wiley & Sons Climate change is an ethical failure. Floods, ﬁres, droughts, and extreme weather caused by climate change are
already killing people and ruining lives on a massive scale. These avoidable impacts hurt the most vulnerable among us ﬁrst, and
worst. Why have we failed to prevent climate change? How can we mobilise to do better politically, socially, and economically? Where
does the greatest responsibility for action lie? In this book, Catriona McKinnon unravels the vital contributions made by engaged
political theory to urgent climate challenges left unmet by a lack of political will. These challenges, and our political inertia, cannot be
tackled without addressing questions of responsibility, collective duty, fairness, harm, techno-optimism, the value of nature, and the
future of humanity. McKinnon’s philosophical analysis is interwoven with discussion of the latest climate science, current politics and
policies, and emerging technologies, in order to show that we will not ﬁnd acceptable routes out of the climate crisis without the
compass of political theory. Climate Change and Political Theory provides readers of all backgrounds and levels with a lucid distillation
of, and curated guide to, the political theory and ethics of climate change.

GLOBAL JUSTICE AND CLIMATE GOVERNANCE
BRIDGING THEORY AND PRACTICE
THE GLOBAL CLIMATE REGIME AND TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
Routledge Geopolitical changes combined with the increasing urgency of ambitious climate action have re-opened debates about
justice and international climate policy. Mechanisms and insights from transitional justice have been used in over thirty countries
across a range of conﬂicts at the interface of historical responsibility and imperatives for collective futures. However, lessons from
transitional justice theory and practice have not been systematically explored in the climate context. The comparison gives rise to
new ideas and strategies that help address climate change dilemmas. This book examines the potential of transitional justice insights
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to inform global climate governance. It lays out core structural similarities between current global climate governance tensions and
transitional justice contexts. It explores how transitional justice approaches and mechanisms could be productively applied in the
climate change context. These include responsibility mechanisms such as amnesties, legal accountability measures, and truth
commissions, as well as reparations and institutional reform. The book then steps beyond reformist transitional justice practice to
consider more transformative approaches, and uses this to explore a wider set of possibilities for the climate context. Each chapter
presents one or more concrete proposals arrived at by using ideas from transitional justice and applying them to the justice tensions
central to the global climate context. By combining these two ﬁelds the book provides a new framework through which to understand
the challenges of addressing harms and strengthening collective climate action. This book will be of great interest to scholars and
practitioners of climate change and transitional justice.

POLITICAL THEORY WITHOUT BORDERS
John Wiley & Sons POLITICAL THEORY WITHOUT BORDERS Political theory has traditionally focused on governance within the conﬁnes
of a speciﬁc polity, but with the recent proliferation of environmental realities and national decisions that have global repercussions,
political theory must now be re-imagined to confront globalization head-on. Political Theory Without Borders presents a collection
scholarship that does just that. Each chapter focuses on answering speciﬁc questions that have arisen from issues of global spillover –
like climate change and pollution – and the increasingly unrestricted ﬂow of people, products, and ﬁnancial capital across borders.
With contributions from emerging scholars alongside key texts from some of the most well-known theorists of previous generations,
this collection illustrates how the classic concerns of political theory – justice and equality, liberty and oppression – have re-emerged
with a renewed signiﬁcance at the global level.

GLOBAL JUSTICE AND CONSECUTIVE CONSTRUCTIVISM
A POLITICAL THEORY IN THE AGE OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS
Cambridge Scholars Publishing Consecutive constructivism is a moral and political theory which mitigates structural injustice by
securing individuals’ perception of private morality – that is, inventing procedural devices to make people enhance their moral
consciousness – and, at the same time, encourages people to voluntarily concern themselves with procedural justice and public
morality. The crucial reason for this position is that a detouring method of not directly dealing with the problem of justice but rather
discussing the problem of morals is required to avoid the lucid criticisms of statists that the sovereign ruling states with authority or
the world government does not exist. This book suggests a new approach to the problem of global justice, termed here “consecutive
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constructivism”. It provides a way of coping with procedural justice at the global level, while also alleviating the problem of structural
injustice insofar as it exacerbates procedural injustice. Acknowledging the fact that the discussion of global justice is diﬃcult in a
world constituted of lots of sovereign states, it sketches out a political theory which begins with the problem of morals and then
consecutively moves on to the matter of justice. The result is a novel normative theory narrowing the gap between Neo-Westphalian
and Post-Westphalian traditions.

JUSTICE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
CLIMATE CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW
Edward Elgar Pub Justice for Future Generations breaks new ground by discussing what ethical obligations current generations have
towards future generations in addressing the threat of climate change and how such obligations should be embodied in international
law.Peter Lawrence uses an interdisciplinary approach, involving discourse theory, international relations theory, and philosophical
concepts of ethics and justice to inform discussion of international law. Recent political science theories are used to show why the
current global climate change treaties are so weak in addressing intergenerational justice concerns. The book draws on contemporary
theories of justice to develop a number of principles used to critique the existing global climate change treaties. These principles are
also used as a blueprint for suggestions on how to develop a much-needed global treaty on climate change. The approach is
pragmatic in that the justice-ethics argument rests on widely shared values. Moreover, the book is informed by the author's extensive
experience in the negotiation of global environmental treaties as an Australian diplomat.With its interdisciplinary approach and focus
on intergenerational justice, this detailed study will be of particular interest to academics and policymakers in international
environmental law and climate law, as well as to those in international law with an interest in ethics and justice issues.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND SOCIETY
SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
OUP Us Climate change is one of the most critical issues of the twenty-ﬁrst century, presenting a major intellectual challenge to both
the natural and social sciences. While there has been signiﬁcant progress in natural science understanding of climate change, social
science analyses have not been as fully developed. Climate Change and Society breaks new theoretical and empirical ground by
presenting climate change as a thoroughly social phenomenon, embedded in behaviors, institutions, and cultural practices. This
collection of essays summarizes existing approaches to understanding the social, economic, political, and cultural dimensions of
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climate change. From the factors that drive carbon emissions to those which inﬂuence societal responses to climate change, the
volume provides a comprehensive overview of the social dimensions of climate change. An improved understanding of the complex
relationship between climate change and society is essential for modifying ecologically harmful human behaviors and institutional
practices, creating just and eﬀective environmental policies, and developing a more sustainable future. Climate Change and Society
provides a useful tool in eﬀorts to integrate social science research, natural science research, and policymaking regarding climate
change and sustainability. Produced by the American Sociological Association's Task Force on Sociology and Global Climate Change,
this book presents a challenging shift from the standard climate change discourse, and oﬀers a valuable resource for students,
scholars, and professionals involved in climate change research and policy.

JUSTICE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
AN EGALITARIAN THEORY
Oxford University Press Struggles over precious resources such as oil, water, and land are increasingly evident in the contemporary
world. States, indigenous groups, and corporations vie to control access to those resources, and the beneﬁts they provide. These
conﬂicts are rapidly spilling over into new arenas, such as the deep oceans and the Polar regions. How should these precious
resources be governed, and how should the beneﬁts and burdens they generate be shared? Justice and Natural Resources provides a
systematic theory of natural resource justice. It argues that we should use the beneﬁts and burdens ﬂowing from these resources to
promote greater equality across the world, and share governance over many important resources. At the same time, the book takes
seriously the ways in which particular resources can matter in peoples lives. It provides invaluable guidance on a series of pressing
issues, including the scope of state resource rights, the claims of indigenous communities, rights over ocean resources, the burdens of
conservation, and the challenges of climate change and transnational resource governance. It will be required reading for anyone
interested in natural resource governance, climate politics, and global justice.

CLIMATE JUSTICE AND FEASIBILITY
NORMATIVE THEORIZING, FEASIBILITY CONSTRAINTS, AND CLIMATE ACTION
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This volume will address whether and to what extent those working to better understand or achieve climate
justice should think about the real-world feasibility of their theories or proposals.
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GLOBAL JUSTICE, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Oxford University Press To address climate change fairly, many conﬂicting claims over natural resources must be balanced against
one another. This has long been obvious in the case of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas sinks including the atmosphere and forests; but
it is ever more apparent that responses to climate change also threaten to spur new competition over land and extractive resources.
This makes climate change an instance of a broader, more enduring and - for many - all too familiar problem: the problem of human
conﬂict over how the natural world should be cared for, protected, shared, used, and managed. This work develops a new theory of
global egalitarianism concerning natural resources, rejecting both permanent sovereignty and equal division, which is then used to
examine the problem of climate change. It formulates principles of resource right designed to protect the ability of all human beings
to satisfy their basic needs as members of self-determining political communities, where it is understood that the genuine exercise of
collective self-determination is not possible from a position of signiﬁcant disadvantage in global wealth and power relations. These
principles are used to address the question of where to set the ceiling on future greenhouse gas emissions and how to share the
resulting emissions budget, in the face of conﬂicting claims to fossil fuels, climate sinks, and land. It is also used to defend an
unorthodox understanding of responsibility for climate change as a problem of global justice, based on its provenance in historical
injustice concerning natural resources.

POLITICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Polity "Climate change diﬀers from any other problem that, as collective humanity, we face today. If it goes unchecked, the
consequences are likely to be catastrophic for human life on earth. Yet for most people, and for many policy-makers too, it tends to be
a 'back of the mind' issue. ... [This book] argues controversially, we do not have a systematic politics of climate change. Politics-asusual won't allow us to deal with the problems we face, while the recipes of the main challenger to orthodox politics, the green
movement, are ﬂawed at source." - cover.

LEGAL AND POLITICAL CHALLENGES OF GOVERNING THE ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
RULING NATURE
Routledge The environment has not always been protected by law. It was not until the middle of the 20th century that ‘the
environment’ came to be understood as an entity in need of special care, and the law-politics duo ﬁrmly ﬁxed its focus on this issue. In
this book Wickham and Goodie tell the story of how law and politics ﬁrst came upon the environment as an object in need of special
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attention. They outline the unlikely intersection of aesthetics and science that made ‘the environment’ into the matter of great
concern it is today. The book describes the way private common-law strategies and public-law legislative strategies have approached
the task of protecting the environment, and explore the greatest environmental challenge to have so far confronted environmental
law and politics; the threat of global climate change. The book oﬀers descriptions of many of the strategies being deployed to meet
this challenge and present some troubling assessments of them. The book will be of great interest to students, teachers, and
researchers of environmental law, socio-legal studies, environmental studies, and political theory.

CLIMATE CHANGE AND SOVEREIGNTY
AN ESSAY ON THE MORAL NATURE AND LIMITS OF STATE SOVEREIGNTY
Springer Nature This book oﬀers a meditation on global justice and international political and legal theory. The author assesses
positions in the current debate over the moral nature and limits of sovereignty. He also evaluates the normative role sovereignty
ought to play in the practical deliberations of states. The discussion moves from theory to practice. Coverage starts with a conceptual
analysis and moral critique. It then goes on to consider speciﬁc issues. These include global climate change, secession and selfdetermination, human rights, global distributive justice, and immigration. Readers will learn how states ought to deliberate about and
respond to these important topics. They will also discover potential institutional structures better suited to resolving these issues while
also respecting state sovereignty. In working through each speciﬁc challenge, the author provides insight into how we ought to think
about challenges facing the international community and the potential for properly constructed institutions to function as solutions.
These analyses also provide a valuable critical lens to assess the actions (and omissions) of our leaders. In the end, the book argues
that domestic governments and regional bodies should be responsible for implementing the chosen course of action. This would
provide a basis for holding political leaders more accountable.

GLOBAL POLITICAL THEORY
John Wiley & Sons Philosophers have never shied away from interrogating the nature of our obligations beyond borders. From Hobbes
to the international lawyers Grotius, Pufendorf, Vattel, and of course Kant, modern philosophy has always attempted to deﬁne the
nature and shape of a just international order, and the types of mutual obligations members of diﬀerent political communities might
share. In today's hyper-connected world, these issues are more important than ever and have been an impetus to a political theory
with global scope and aspirations. Global Political Theory oﬀers a comprehensive and cutting-edge introduction to the moral aspects of
global politics today. It addresses foundational aspects of global political theory such as the nature of human rights, the types of
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distributive obligations that we have toward distant others, the relationship between just war theory and global distributive justice,
and the legitimacy of international law and global governance institutions. In addition, it features analyses of key applied moral
debates in global politics, including the ethical aspects of climate change, the moral issues raised by the mobility of ﬁnancial capital,
the justness of diﬀerent international trade regimes, and the implications of natural resource ownership for human welfare and
democratic political rule. With contributions from leading scholars in the ﬁeld, this accessible and lively book will be essential reading
for students and teachers of political theory, philosophy and international relations.

CLIMATE JUSTICE AND HISTORICAL EMISSIONS
Cambridge University Press This volume investigates who can be considered responsible for historical emissions and their
consequences, and how and why this should matter for the design of a just global climate policy. The authors discuss the underlying
philosophical issues of responsibility for historical emissions, the unjust enrichment of the earlier developed nations, and questions of
transitional justice. By bringing together a plurality of perspectives, both in terms of the theoretical understanding of the issues and
the political perspectives on the problem, the book also presents the remaining disagreements and controversies in the debate.
Providing a systematic introduction to the debate on historical emissions and climate change, this book provides an unbiased and
authoritative guide for advanced students, researchers and policymakers in climate change justice and governance, and more widely,
for anyone interested in the broader issues of global justice.

DISCOURSES OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
APOCALYPTIC FRAMING AND POLITICAL ANTAGONISMS
Routledge This book examines the arguments made by political actors in the creation of antagonistic discourses on climate change.
Using in-depth empirical research from Sweden, a country considered by the international political community to be a frontrunner in
tackling climate change, it draws out lessons that contribute to the worldwide environmental debate. The book identiﬁes and analyses
four globally circulated discourses that call for very diﬀerent action to be taken to achieve sustainability: Industrial fatalism, Green
Keynesianism, Eco-socialism and Climate scepticism. Drawing on risk society and post-political theory, it elaborates concepts such as
industrial modern masculinity and ecomodern utopia, exploring how it is possible to reconcile apocalyptic framing to the dominant
discourse of political conservatism. This highly original and detailed study focuses on opinion leaders and the way discourses are
framed in the climate change debate, making it valuable reading for students and scholars of environmental communication and
media, global environmental policy, energy research and sustainability.
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JUSTICE IN A NON-IDEAL WORLD
BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN POLITICAL THEORY AND REAL-WORLD POLITICS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld The realisation of justice in the real world requires moral principles and political action. This book oﬀers a
roadmap for these two notions to connect.

GLOBAL JUSTICE, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Oxford University Press To address climate change fairly, many conﬂicting claims over natural resources must be balanced against
one another. This has long been obvious in the case of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas sinks including the atmosphere and forests; but
it is ever more apparent that responses to climate change also threaten to spur new competition over land and extractive resources.
This makes climate change an instance of a broader, more enduring and - for many - all too familiar problem: the problem of human
conﬂict over how the natural world should be cared for, protected, shared, used, and managed. This work develops a new theory of
global egalitarianism concerning natural resources, rejecting both permanent sovereignty and equal division, which is then used to
examine the problem of climate change. It formulates principles of resource right designed to protect the ability of all human beings
to satisfy their basic needs as members of self-determining political communities, where it is understood that the genuine exercise of
collective self-determination is not possible from a position of signiﬁcant disadvantage in global wealth and power relations. These
principles are used to address the question of where to set the ceiling on future greenhouse gas emissions and how to share the
resulting emissions budget, in the face of conﬂicting claims to fossil fuels, climate sinks, and land. It is also used to defend an
unorthodox understanding of responsibility for climate change as a problem of global justice, based on its provenance in historical
injustice concerning natural resources.

GLOBAL POLITICAL JUSTICE
Routledge Scholarly debate on the subject of global justice has been overwhelmingly focused so far on the socio-economic aspects of
justice. Much less attention has been given to those political aspects of global justice concerned with arrangements for public
decision-making and the collective exercise and control of power. This gap is not adequately ﬁlled by literatures on global democracy,
either, since these do not incorporate suﬃcient analysis of whether the democratic institutions that deliver political justice within
states can achieve the same result when dealing with the very diﬀerent forms of power and political agency that structure the domain
of global politics. This collection brings together scholars from across the disciplines of political theory, normative ethics, and
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International Relations to undertake a fresh examination of some fundamental theoretical questions about the nature and signiﬁcance
of global political justice. Contributors tackle several dimensions of this complex theoretical topic, exploring questions about: the
relationship of global political justice to other normative standards like ‘legitimacy’, ‘democracy’, and ‘socio-economic’ justice; the
nature of global ‘public power’ and the prospects for global political community; the justice and continued signiﬁcance of traditional
ordering principles of sovereignty and territoriality; and the relevance of standards of political justice (like political equality) to the
regulation of international violence and principles of just war. This book was originally published as a special issue of Critical Review of
International Social and Political Philosophy.

A CLIMATE OF INJUSTICE
GLOBAL INEQUALITY, NORTH-SOUTH POLITICS, AND CLIMATE POLICY
MIT Press The global debate over who should take action to address climate change is extremely precarious, as diametrically opposed
perceptions of climate justice threaten the prospects for any long-term agreement. Poor nations fear limits on their eﬀorts to grow
economically and meet the needs of their own people, while powerful industrial nations, including the United States, refuse to curtail
their own excesses unless developing countries make similar sacriﬁces. Meanwhile, although industrialized countries are responsible
for 60 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate change, developing countries suﬀer the "worst and ﬁrst"
eﬀects of climate-related disasters, including droughts, ﬂoods, and storms, because of their geographical locations. In A Climate of
Injustice, J. Timmons Roberts and Bradley Parks analyze the role that inequality between rich and poor nations plays in the negotiation
of global climate agreements. Roberts and Parks argue that global inequality dampens cooperative eﬀorts by reinforcing the
"structuralist" worldviews and causal beliefs of many poor nations, eroding conditions of generalized trust, and promoting
particularistic notions of "fair" solutions. They develop new measures of climate-related inequality, analyzing fatality and
homelessness rates from hydrometeorological disasters, patterns of "emissions inequality," and participation in international
environmental regimes. Until we recognize that reaching a North-South global climate pact requires addressing larger issues of
inequality and striking a global bargain on environment and development, Roberts and Parks argue, the current policy gridlock will
remain unresolved.

CLIMATE JUSTICE AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Springer This book shows that escalating climate destruction today is not the product of public indiﬀerence, but of the blocked
democratic freedoms of peoples across the world to resist unwanted degrees of capitalist interference with their ecological fate or
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capacity to change the course of ecological disaster. The author assesses how this state of aﬀairs might be reversed and the societal
relevance of universal human rights rejuvenated. It explores how freedom from want, war, persecution and fear of ecological
catastrophe might be better secured in the future through a democratic reorganization of procedures of natural resource management
and problem resolution amongst self-determining communities. It looks at how increasing human vulnerability to climate destruction
forms the basis of a new peoples-powered demand for greater climate justice, as well as a global movement for preventative action
and reﬂexive societal learning.

O JUSTICE, WHERE ART THOU?
DEVELOPING A NEW TAKE ON CLIMATE JUSTICE
PRINCIPLES OF JUSTICE AND REAL-WORLD CLIMATE POLITICS
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This volume will address whether and to what extent those working to better understand or achieve climate
justice should think about the real-world feasibility of their theories or proposals.

ESSAYS ON NEUROSCIENCE AND POLITICAL THEORY
THINKING THE BODY POLITIC
Climate change creates unprecedented problems of intergenerational justice. What do members of the current generation owe to
future generations in virtue of the contribution they are making to climate change? Providing important new insights within the
theoretical framework of political liberalism, Climate Change and Future Justice presents arguments in three key areas: Mitigation: the
current generation ought to adopt a strong precautionary principle in formulating climate change policy in order to minimise the risks
of serious harm from climate change imposed on future generations Adaptation: the current generation ought to create a fund to
which members of future generations may apply for compensation if the risks of climate change harm imposed on them by the current
generation ripen into harms Triage: future generations ought to keep alive hope for a return to the framework of justice for the social
cooperation of future people less burdened by climate change harms. This work presents agenda-setting applications of important
principles of democratic equality to the most serious set of political challenges ever faced by human society. It should be required
reading for political theorists and environmental philosophers.
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THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND SOCIETY
OUP Oxford Climate change presents perhaps the most profound challenge ever confronted by human society. This volume is a
deﬁnitive analysis drawing on the best thinking on questions of how climate change aﬀects human systems, and how societies can,
do, and should respond. Key topics covered include the history of the issues, social and political reception of climate science, the
denial of that science by individuals and organized interests, the nature of the social disruptions caused by climate change, the
economics of those disruptions and possible responses to them, questions of human security and social justice, obligations to future
generations, policy instruments for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and governance at local, regional, national, international, and
global levels.

TRENDS IN CLIMATE CHANGE LEGISLATION
Edward Elgar Publishing A deepening understanding of the importance of climate change has caused a recent and rapid increase in
the number of climate change or climate-related laws. Trends in Climate Change Legislation oﬀers an astute analysis of the political,
institutional and economic factors that have motivated this surge, placing it into context.

GREEN CRIMINOLOGY AND GREEN THEORIES OF JUSTICE
AN INTRODUCTION TO A POLITICAL ECONOMIC VIEW OF ECO-JUSTICE
Springer Nature This book oﬀers an alternative analysis of the various theories and dimensions of green and environmental justice
which are rooted in political economy. Much green criminological literature sidelines political economic theoretical insights and
therefore with this work the authors enrich the ﬁeld by vigorously exploring such perspectives. It engages with a number of studies
relevant to a political economic approach to justice in order to make two key arguments: that capitalism has produced profound
ecological injustices and that the concept of ecological justice (human and ecological rights) itself needs critiquing. Green Criminology
and Green Theories of Justice is a timely text which urges the ﬁeld to revisit its radical roots in social justice while broadening its
disciplinary horizons to include a meaningful analysis of political economy and its role in producing and responding to environmental
harm and injustice.
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